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March 23, 1958. 

Dear Governor: 

Inclosed is a batch of sa&teri&l I got together Bather hastily 
this afternoon. I celled Sast&an and told him of your strong feeling 
of the desirability of securing some actual expenditures by the rail-
roads and your concern lost the Cossaittee confine itself to balling 
out and longer-tora recoraiendations. I mentioned specifically the 
desirability of securing additional maintenance and equipment expendi-
tures through the purchase of non~cu&ula t ive preferred stock, and 
Sastman replied *WefTO kept that in mind and wefye working on it** 
I sent him a brief statement on these proposals* I f U call LaFollette 
tomorrow about the other matter. 

I hope you are getting a good rest and are not worrying too much 
over things in general. I'a afraid youfll have enough to worry about 
v&en you cose back* 

Uy preliminary figure of net federal contributions to comunity 
standitures was minus #78 million in February and It will probably 
be negative In March and April also. Ifja working on a more extended 
and documented statement of the causes of the recession and the 
lessons to be learned therefore. 

Cordially, 

P. 8m ?he figure for building permits for February on page 2 of 
the snorandum on housing will not be officially released until 
Saturday, March 26th. 
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Jfebruery IX, 1938 

A RECOVERY PROGRAM AND THE RAILROAD PBOBtEM 

It appears feasible to work out a program that would 

meet the needs of the railroads, would further recovery now 

and would he conducive to longer^run economic stability. 

The program suggested for consideration is in two 

parte, either of which sight be adopted independently* or they 

could be worked together* The first, and more important part, 

is as follows? 

let the Government, through a Federal Railroad Equip* 

ment Corporation empowered to issue its own debentures, invite 

bids for the construction of freight oars and/or locomotives* 

When built, these would be available for hire by the railroads 

when and as needed* Various points bearing on this proposal 

are as follows t 

1» Importance as a factor in recovery 

It could result in Immediate increased expendi^ 

tures ranging between $700 million and #800 million a year* 

Mr* Terborgh, In his memorandum on the railroadst estimates 

that the railroads will regain the 1929 level of traffic when 

physical production Is 15-20 per cent higher than 19S9 and 
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that we can expect that level when we aehleve a relatively no»al vol* 

ume of employment. If we set our objective of full employment at 

three years, this would oall for £00*000 new freight ears a year, 

1,780 freight locomotives a year, 450 passenger locomotives a year, 

and 1,000 switching locomotives a year. This would amount to an ag-

gregate of nearly |800 million a year for three years, allowing for 

10 per cent lower coat per unit than present costs * This is exclu-

sive of needed passenger train cars. 

Increase 
over 
present 
inventory 
needed 
for full 
recovery 

Re-
place-
ments 
needed 
in 
3 year 
period 

New wits 
needed 
annually 
for recov-
ery in 
3 years 

COSt 
per 
unit 

Aggregate 
cost 
annually 

Freight cars 300,000 300,000 200,000 £,430 486,000,000 

Freight locomotives e»soo 3,000 1,750 118,500 196,875,000 

Passenger locomotives * 1,350 450 112,500 50,625,000 

Switching locomotives 1,600 1,350 1,000 45,000 45,000,000 

778*500,000 

Expenditures of this amount a year would create a large vol* 

ume of employment in the railroad e$*lpment industry, in the railroads* 

own car shops, in the steel and other industries» and would result in 

a considerable expansion of railroad traffic. It would he equivalent 

to the cost to the Federal Government of carrying 1*800*000 men on V*P»&« 

for a year. 
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This would be one of the moat economically beneficial types 

of expenditures the economy could engage upon at this time* While 

W.P.A* projects are mostly economically and nearly all socially bene* 

ficial, many of thm. are in the nature of luxuries• On the whole 

they do not contribute as much to productive resources as private cap-

ital expenditures. We know that we will need additional railroad 

equipment aggregating billions of dollars to handle the volume of 

traffic consequent upon full recovery, Ihile financial consideration* 

prevent individual roads from anticipating these requirements! such 

coneiderations do not apply to the economy as a whole* From the com-

munity point of viewi it would be most economical to use idle re-

sources now to add to our productive equipment§ rather than attempt to 

reequip ourselves all in a rush sometime in the future* Thie appears 

to be a unique case where the Government can initiate true capital ex* 

penditures with a minimum of competition or of subsidising* 

The merits of the proposal do not depend on what action is 

taken with regard to freight rates* Trom the railroad point of view* 

some form of assistance will be necessary if rates aire not raised* 

From the recovery point of view. Government stimulation of railroad 

equipment buying may be more urgently needed if freight rates are ad-

vanced, because Increased freight rates will ndt in themselves lead to 

increased equipment buying while they are likely to have an inhibitory 

effect on general business and construction activity. 
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8* Contribution to economic stability 

Under this plan, equipment would be built at the order 

of the federal Railroad Equipment Corporation rather than the Individ* 

ual railroads* Construction of equipment would no longer be dependent 

upon the traffic demands of the individual roads and their immediate 

ability to finance purchases* It is this factor that produces the 

present wide cyclical fluctuations in the equipment producing indus-

tries* and the change to a more rational system of ordering would elim-

inate the cyclical factor in this industry* 

01timately9 the plan might result in compensatory action 

over the railroad field as a whole* The federal Corporation, through 

reductions In costs of materials in connection with mass buying, and 

through economies in providing a national pool of rolling stock, may be 

able to have rolling stock manufactured so cheaply and rent It at such 

low rates as to make private manufacture and ownership uneconomical* 

If this should happen, the Corporation would have title to the bulk of 

the rolling stock of the railroads within 10 to £0 years* Or the Gov-

ernment could prohibit railroads from acquiring new rolling equipment, 

except under permission of the I*C*C* We would thus gradually ease 

Into ownership of the railroads and a large field would be available 

for flexible and compensatory spending of a most economic and generally 

approved nature* Sweden was greatly helped In the recent depression 

by being able to expand expenditures on the Government-owned railroads* 

This gradual easing into the picture by building and owning rolling 
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stock appears the only practical mode of procedure Outright owner-

ship of the railroads Is not politically practicable and gradual own-

ership through acquiring the worst and most bankrupt roads is not de-

sirable. 

The drastic and harsh sound of prohibiting railroads from 

acquiring new equipment could be avoided by requiring that they se-

cure approval of the I»0»C» in acquiring such equipment, the condi-

tion for approval being the demonstration that it is more economics^ 

for the road to acquire new equipment than to lease Corporation equip-

ment! or simply that It is In the public interest* 

7urthexmoref the schedule of rental rates could be partly 

geared to changing business activity* Changing rentals, thus affect-

ing the Income of railroads# might be far less disturbing to business 

than freight rate changes# particularly when business activity was de-

clining and the alternatives are an advance in freight rates or a rep* 

ductlon in rental rates« 

In any case, the construction of additional rolling stock 

at this time would lessen the danger of bottle-necks developing in 

the future In various directions$ (a) in the railroad equipment shops} 

(b) steel and machine tools} (o) in traffic movements. Bottle-necks 

in all these places would encourage forward buying and rising prices, 

which, as we have recently seenf can spread to other industries where 

physical shortages do not exist* 
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3# gfficleney promoted 

The greet hulk of the rolling stock of the roads is old 

and the maintenance costs are correspondingly high* Of some 44,000 

locomotives, only about 5,000 have been built in the past 11 years, 

or less than 10 per cent. According to studies of the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works the maintenance cost of a freight locomotive Increases 

from the first to the twentieth year at an annual rate of approxi-

mately 6*2 per cent. It seems highly probable that much of the roll-

ing stock has exceeded its economic life and that the annual costs of 

repair and maintenance exceeds the savings effected in the amortization 

of the original equipment* Many roads that cannot afford high initial 

costs, could take advantage of reasonable rentals for the time new 

equipment actually is used* 

Over a longer period of time large economies should be de-

rived both from the standpoint of Individual roads and nationally 

through a more intensive use of equipment possible through pooling* 

Instead of each road being compelled to have a lot of capital tied up 

in standby equipment, the Government corporation would hold the re-

serve supply* The Government corporation, in turn, would need to carry 

less than the aggregate now carried by individual roads* 

The objection may be advanced that the needs of individual 

railroads for different types of freight cars differ so widely that a 

single corporation could not hope to meet these needs* Such an objection 

has little validity. Ordinary methods of inventorjr*control would indi-
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cate true current needs in the absence of duplication* Future needs 

must be estimated in any case* A large study being conducted by the 

National Resources Committee indicates that it is possible to esti-

mate very closely the production in individual lines, given a certain 

national income* Similar methods would undoubtedly give better nation-

al estimates of the number of different types of freight cars and lo-

comotives that a certain volume of traffic will require than could pos~ 

sibly be.arrived at as the sum of individual estimates made independ* 

ently by the various roads* Moreover, action would be taken to meet 

all needs as they became known* and would not depend upon the immediate 

financial status of any single road* 

This does not mean that all special demands for cars would be 

met by the Corporation. A good deal of waste now results from the de-

sire of the individual roadfs car and locomotive shops to handle the 

largest possible volume of business* An effort is made to obtain work 

that might go to outside competition by insisting upon the merits of 

Individual quirks not incorporated in the standard models of the regu-

lar car and locomotive builders* In many cases this argument is not 

justified, and economies would flow from greater standardisation* 

Furthermore, a single large corporation could afford to make 

far more generous provision for research than is now possible* The 

needs of the system as a whole for new equipment could be more accur-

ately determined, and equipment could be designed to meet those needs 

more effectively* The various airlines now jointly pay the costs of 
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developing new types of planes* 

Considerable economies would also flov from a steady and 

continuous program of equipment buying. The equipment companies could 

utilize their productive capacity more effectively and their personnel 

problem would be greatly reduced with a per&anent* more efficient working 

force* The savings in taxes by these companies would also be consid* 

arable if the industry were to obtain a steady flow of income rather 

than Its present feast or famine extremes. 

iE conflict with large existing interests 

B&ilroad labor should be in favor of the proposal. Hail-

road managements might not be so favorable but they could see favorable 

aspects j many of them could meka a profit in constructing roiling stock 

for the Corporationt they would receive increased freight traffict and 

they could reduce current operating expenses. Bailroad equipment and 

steel companies should favor the proposal* 

If the Government corporation provided for all new additions 

to rolling stock, the railroads could gradually retire a substantial 

amount of debt or devote more money to improving their properties other 

than rolling stock* 

The proposal could apply to all rolling stfcck or could be 

limited to certain kinds* The construction and operation of Pullman 

cars would presumably not come under the proposal* Some question would 

arise in the case of other leasing companies* such as the Pacific Truit 

Expressf (Initially, at least, it might be better not to infringe on 
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the field of euoh companies,) However, there is no reason why the Cor-

poration should not lease oars to the leasing companies* 

Under this proposal* roads could still be required to carry 

out running repairs on rental stock and the Corporation could have 

more fundamental reconditioning carried out by the railroad repair 

shops* Various problems in connection with rental ratesi seasonal 

peaks, empty cars, and storage will be studied by the research staff 

of the Corporation with a view to determining the most efficient and 

equitable solutions* 

Advantageous to federal Government 

The proposal fits in with the Presidents evident desire 

that new projects, as far as possible, be self-llquldating and not be 

a charge on the federal budget* 

An objection is .that, if traffic does not recover in pace 

with the construction of new rolling stock, the Corporation*s equip-

ment will lie idle while the roads use their present equipment* A sub-

stantial portion of maintenance costs is attributable to weathering* 

This could be met, in so far as railroads have good cost accounting in 

connection with maintenance, by fixing rentals below the cost of main-

tenance of old cars, so that scrappage would be accelerated. This 

would of course represent a subsidy,b ut the Government could afford a 

small subsidy to obtain the various advantages of the proposal* 

From a national defense point of view, it appears as vital to 

have a well-equipped railroad system as to have an auxiliary merchant 
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marine* We are now in a position where we could handle very little 

more traffic than in 1937* The traffic congestion during the war 

comes to mind, Any initial loss consequent upon the failure of rents 

to provide fully for amortisation of equipment could he charged to 

national defense* are subsidizing a merchant marine for this rea-

son* 
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A SATIOML HEALTH PROGRAM 

America has lagged behind In the provision of adequate medical care for 

a large portion of the people. There has recently been un upsurge of in-

terest and concern in this problem* This is evidenced not only by an out-

pouring of speeches* books and articles but also by the remarkable growth 

in the number of persons participating in purely voluntary group hospital 

insurance* The number of such persons increased from 500*000 in April 

1957 to 1*000,000 in December* A survey just concluded has brought to 

light the wide prevalence of chronic sickness * Conditions in the South are 

particularly shocking* There must be hundreds of thousands of cases where 

a simple operation* say* for hernia* would make people self-sustaining who 

are now dependent* There is a deficiency of 400*000 hospital beds* 

($1*2 billion) in relation to 1929* when the number was admittedly inade-

quate. The rehabilitation and conservation of our human resources should 

certainly come before the rehabilitation and conservation of our physical 

resources+ 

Specific Proposals 

(a) Increase expenditure for maternal* child and general public health 

work provided for in Titles 5 and 6 of the Social Security Act, ($40 million). 

(b) Hake Federal grants-in-aid to assist states to provide general 

medical care to needy poor and to others, otherwise self-sustaining, unable 

to obtain medical care* Such grants would be conditioned on an equal SUM 

being appropriated by states and local bodies* The Federal grant-in-aid 

could amount to between $50 and $100 in the next fiscal year and amount ulti-
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mately to between $100 million and $150 million* 

Proposals (a) and (b) would ensure an additional combined Federal* 

state and local expenditure of §150 million- #250 million in the next fis-

cal year* 

(c) Hospitals* In addition to the deficiency of |1*2 billion just 

mentioned, I am informed that #600 million should be spent for special hos-

pitals for the chronic sick, plus another $250 million for modernisation 

and needed outpatient clinics of existing hospitals* A program to make up 

at least a part of this deficiency (which is currently still growing) should 

be inaugurated immediately* Both W* P. A* and P. W* A* have acquired ex-

perience in this special type of work* A formula can be devised of varying 

the Federal contribution according to need so that, on the average, states 

and local bodies will contribute about as much as the Federal Government* 

the Public Health Service could be brought in to provide standards of spec-

ification* It is estimated that local bodies could be induced to match 

$100 million of Federal money during 1959* 

The combined health program would result in an expenditure of Federal 

funds of between $200 million and $250 million next year, which, with local 

contributions, would result in a total expenditure of between #550 million 

and $400 million* 
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March £5t 1938* 

Hotrsm 

It is difficult to get a clear picture of what Is currently happen-

ing in housing construction* The y* W, Dodge figures of residential con-

struction contracts awarded are available for January, February, and the 

first half of ttarch* The comparison Is aw follows! 

Residential Contracts Awarded (37 States) (in millions of.dollars! 

1937 1938 

January 78 36 
February 63 40 
March 1-13 4S 36 

The coverage of this series on s&all buildings is not considered good 

and it omits the Pacific Coast completely, where building is reputedly 

melting wore favorable comparisons with last year than in the rest of the 

country* However, the figures indicate a progressively less unfavorable 

comparison with 1937* The March 1938 figures were aided by the inclusion 

of several large-scale housing developments* 

The record of home mortgages selected for appraisal is as follows! 

1938 1937 
By Weeks So, Aiaount Mo. .Amount 

Jan, 8 1,256 « 5,483,184 1,967 $ 8,565,650 • 15 1,504 6,531,200 8|S86 9,556,860 « sa 1,711 7,299,978 2,167 9,447,187 • 29 1,888 8,150*840 2,278 10,091,713 

Feb. 5 lj-982 8,571,895 8,306 9,721,165 to 12 1,988 8,787,105 B,701 11,068,008 
m 19 8,219 10,025,800 2,765 11,764,089 » 86 2,775 13,100,250 2,835 11,747,954 

5 3,899 17,615,403 3, £44 13,683,500 w IB 4,470 £0,586,711 3,405 14,176,560 • 19 4,697 £1,893,061 4,085 16,879,710 
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Rental Housing Projects- Commitments Issued 
Hof jtet# 

1$36 <* through February 28th 18 fio 460»100 
Corresponding Period 1937 a 2»518,000 
1938 - through March 19th £4 131999,800 
Corresponding period 1937 4 4,163,000 

In interpreting theso figures it should bo borne in mind (a) that 

they include aortgages on existing homes as well ae on new hosies* In 

recent weeks about 35 per cent covered existing hosies* (b) That It is 

quite possible a larger percentage of total building this year is being 

financed on F* H# A. mortgages than last year* There are various indica-

tions that this is ths case, so that comparisons with last year's figures 

are unreliable as indications of the trend of total building, (c) that 

through administrative action mortgages on large-scale subdivisions must 

be submitted this year in advance of the initiation of the project, rather 

than after construction is well advanced* This affects the seasonal move-

ment of the series in the two years* (d) That the rapid increase up to 

March ISth may reflect in part projects delayed until after the passage 

of the new Act* 

*Kie figures for building permits issued for identical cities, exclud-

ing Sew York, are as followst 

1937 1938 
January 36,200,000 24,000,000 *3S»7jl 
February 41,982,000 30,774,000 -26* 

Figures for Hew York are excluded because of the distortion occasioned 

by the rush to file building permits In January before a new building code 

went Into effect. The revised figures for building permits suggest that the 

H* A* figures for mortgages selected for appraisal are not reliable as 

a measure of the volume of building in comparison with 1937* 
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The course of the National Industrial Conference Board Index of 

Hew Bents since its high point in October is as followss 

1937 October 89*8 1936 January 88.8 
November 89.1 February 87* ft 
December 88*7 

Although the trend is downward, the decline as yet has been very 

laodest̂  The rent**cost relationship is unquestionably more favorable 

than in the early sumer Of 1937* 

Br* Fisher, of F* H# A** believes that the volume of residential 

building for the first half of 1938 will equal the volume in the first 

half of 1937* Mr* Holden , of the F* W. $odge Corporation, believes 

that the volume of residential building in 1938 will be 10 per cent above 

1937* However, in view of (a) the substantial log in January and Feb* 

ruary, (b> the sharply unfavorable comparisons for industrial cities 

like Detroit, (c) the gradual worsening of the general economic situ a* 

tioa, I question Very nuch whether these forecasts will be borne out* 

In any case, even if residential building should equal the volume 

in 1937, this would amount only to H i billion* Against this stimulat-

ing force mast be offset the many currently deflationary forces* The 

decline in Inventories alone this year will probably be considerably 

in excess of H billion and the process of reducing inventories reduces 

the monetary circulation just as new building expenditures increase it* 

In other words, |l£ billion of new residential construction this year, 

assuming we should get that much, would not be sufficient in Itself to 

turn the tide* 
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The most feasible way of securing a vitally necessary addition 

to residential building is to grant an outright cash subsidy of 10 per 

cent of the appraised cost less ten per o ent of homes costing $6,000 

pr less, aad new apartments appraised at #1,000 a room or less* This 

subsidy would be available to either an individual home builder or 

speculative builder* It would apply to all eligible homes the contracts 

for which were awarded subsequent to the date of the introduction of 

legislation up to December SI, 1938* 

On #2 billion of new building the cost to the Government would be 

only #200 million* This amount should be more than saved in reduced 

1* P* A* expenditures resulting from the increased private employment of 

people in building and allied industries. 

The proposal would be simple, speedy, effective, popular, socially 

and economically beneficial, and would entail little, if any, net cost 

to the Oovernaent* It was arrived at after considering and discarding 

on various grounds a multitude of wore complex and leas effective pro-

posals relating to the stimulation of housing* It is not inconsistent 

with either F* H* A* or V9 8* H, A*, which are pemanent* It is a tempor-

ary device for getting housing and economic recovery under way* 
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2-18-38 

O m i K K OF SUGGKSTED PKOG&AK 

III* Toll projects 

1, Create a Federal Soil Authority, with adequate capital stock furnished 
by the federal Government and power to issue debentures to finance Its 
operations up to a total amount of billion dollarsf or up to an 
amount of hundred jailllon debentures issued In any one year* 

S, Direct this Authority to build under agreements with state or local auth-
orities, toll facilities, including tunnels or elevated structures through 
congested traffic areas, parking garages or facilities in congested sec* 
tlonSf bridges, and toll roads where traffic congestion justifies, 

3* Give this Authority the right to condemn land where needed, both land 
needed for the physical structure and adjoining land whose valuation will 
be greatly increased as a result of the creation of the structures* Direct 
the courts in such condsamation procedure to value the land on the basis of 
its value if the structures were not built, without taking into account the 
increase in value which will result (or has resulted} froa the proposed ex-
penditure of funds, 

4* Give the Authority power also to negotiate for and purchase land through 
private sale wherever the negotiated price see&s to be reasonable as com-
pared with the price which presumably could be attained under condemnation* 
Should have power to start operations on private property without waiting 
for coBdesmatlon proceedings to be completed, the amounts to be paid pri~ 
vate persons to be determined by court procedure as outlined, 

5, Authorise the Authority to build not only the facilities theiaselvss, such 
as bridges, tunnels/ and roads* but also to construct suitable buildings 
or other structures on the adjacent property acquired for sale, rent, or 
lease in ways toost advantageous, and in such a way as to secure from the* 
a proper shai4e of the Income resulting from the increased value of the 
property, 

6, Authorize Authority to charge tolls for the use of the bridges, roads, 
tunnels, or othar traffic facilities sufficient to awortiae that portion 
of the cost to be paid for by tolls within a reasonable number of years— 
not over 50, so that thereafter the use of these facilities may be free, 
and the Income frost It thereafter will be dependent on the income from the 
increased value of the adjoining property, which incosie can be used in 
liquidating the balance of the debt created by the construction* 

7* Authorize the Authority to carry on the physical construction either dlr* 
ectly itself Or*in cooperation with federal, state, localf or other engineer-
ing departments, 

8, Locate the Authority in the Bureau of Boads and su&e the chief of the 
Bureau of Boads and the Chief of the Arzsy Engineers ex-officio ambers of 
the board of directors in authority over it, 

A nuaber of bills are now pending in Congress along this general line, including 
the following* 8, 3461 for construction of overhead or elevated railways, 8# 3428 
for financing self~llquldatlng national highways. 
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HHB 8TIMPLATI0& OF EXPEMDITOItBS OK RAILROAD WAY AND EQUIPMENT 

In order to aid recovery and to rehabilitate the railroad system 

It Is proposed that the Government provide new money for the roads at 

such tanas and on such conditions an will ensure its being avuiled of* 

1* Maintenance and the Betterment of Mny and Structure of Solvent 

Railroads 

The R* C* shall be empowered to buy three per cent non-cumulative 

preferred stock of railroads to finance (a) maintenance expenditures 

equal to the difference between such expenditures in 1936 and 1933, (b) new 

additions and betterments to way and structures not charged to mainten-

ance account* Dividend payments will be scheduled to begin two years 

after the issue of the stock and will be payable thereafter to the extent 

earned, The stock will be retired over a period of twenty years» begin-

ning two years after Issuet in varying amounts each year on the basis of a 

percentage of the operating revenues* Authority to buy such stock for 

such purposes shall expire two years after the date of the passage of the 

Act* 

£* Êquipment of Solvent Railroads 

The purchase of equipment by the railroads shall likewise be fin-

anced through the purchase by tha R. C. of non^cumulative preferred 

stock on the same tenas and conditions as above, with the addition that 

title to the equipment shall remain vested In the H* F* C* until the 

preferred stock shall have been tired* 

3* Maintenance^ Bettexments and Bnuitaaent of Innolvent Railroads* 

The R* ** C* shall be authorised to purchase junior receivership 

certificates of Insolvent railroads to finance maintenance expenditures 
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equal to the difference between such expenditures in 1936 and 1933, 

to finance betterments and additions to way and structure not charged 

to maintenance account, and to finance the purchase of new equipment* 

The title of new equipment acquired through the sale of junior receiver-

ship certificates to the B* F* C* shall remain vested in the R# F* 0, 

until the certificates, or equivalent succeeding obligations, shall 

have been retired* The certificates shall bear interest at throe per 

cent, starting two years after the date of the loan, and thereafter 

shall be payable only if earned. The maturity shall be twenty years, 

with the rate of retirement, beginning two years after the date of the 

loan, being a percentage of operating revenues. In the event that the 

insolvent road is reorganised and discharged from receivership, the 

receivership certificates issued to the R. F* C„ shall be senior to all 

obligations except senior receivership certificates as to principal, 

but junior to all fixed interest obligations as to interest* 

Alternative Buftfteations 

1* Authorise the E* f* C# to advance to the railroads, under 

equipment trust certificates, 100 per cent of tho coet of new equipment* 

The certificates would bear interest at tv?o par cent beginning two years 

after the date of the loan* The maturity of the certificates would be 

twenty years, the rate of retirement varying with the operating revenues 

of the road in question* Title to the equipment would regain vested in 

the R* F* C., the trustee, until interest and principal is repaid in 

full* Authority to loan on equipment trust certificates on the above 

terms shall be limited to two years after the date of passage of this act* 
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\ In the statement 1 presented to you last October X took the 

position that we oould have a really serious depression and that the 

chances of a "natural* upturn were remote, Events since then have 

only served to confirm this feeling* There are many deflationary forces 

at work and it is difficult to find any place apart fro© fcovaramontal 

aetlon where an Impetus of sufficient magnitude will arise to turn the 

tide* This view is based on the following line of reasoning! 

U A sustained upturn cannot set under way unless consumer demand 

stops declining and turns upward* 

£* Increased consumer demands can come only (a) through Increased 

consumer borrowing^or fb) through increased capital expendi-

tures, or (c) Increased Governmental expenditures* 
3* Consumer debt Is being liquidated rather than increased on 

balance* The prospects for automobile sale* are black 

and the payments out of current income for last year9s 

cars will be a deflationary faotor operating throughout 

the year* Bousing coats have declined very little in com* 

parison with the shrinkage of consumer incomes* 

4* With excess capacity increasing dally and profits dwindling 

capital expenditures will continue to decline ftnd will not 

increase until after a considerable expansion of consumer 

demand has taken place* 

5* The situation abroad Is worsening and a decline in our exports 

is to be anticipated* 
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6* Stock market prioog are discounting a spring rise in business* 

If it does not materialise stock prices ©an go much lower 

and this will have had psychological repercussions* 

7* Inventories are still generally high in relation to current 

sales trends* The process of reducing inventories is defla* 

tionary* 

8* As inventories decline bank loans will be paid off, and this will 

result in a continued decline of deposits* 

9* The proposed virtual repeal of the undistributed profits tax 

will be conducive to a deflationary hoarding of funds by 

corporations* 

10* The Pederal tiovern&ent is making a negligible contribution to 

comunity buying power in comparison with 1934-1935. 

la short, w§ appear to be launched on a severe depression of consider* 

able duration* If this is allowed to happen the Sew Deal and all It 

standi for Is in danger of being discredited* Alibis will not be accepted. 

The only final test of success is success* Big business is utilising 

|he opportunity to drive for repeal and inaction* Actually It will not go 

ahead until orders materialise from consumers, The lessons of 1989-52 

in this respect must not be forgotten* 

The conciliatory attitude adopted by the Administration has borne 

no fruits either in dollar tertas or In goodwill* By the nature of the 
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Case leadership can come neither from business nor from Congress* 

It is the responsibility of the Administration* 

The greatest threat to democracy today lie© to the growing con-

viction that it cannot work* The growing strength of Fascism lies in 

its strong leadership* Democracy must likewise have strong leadership 

If it is to meet the challenge of Fascism* I urge that you provide the 

democratic leadership that will make our system function* Only in that 

way can the growing threat of Fascism be overcome. 

Congress should be provided with a reflation program now* To per-

mit it to adjourn without adopting vigorous remedial measures is to waste 

precious time and to court the dangers of a 1951-5E winter* The stresses 

and strains * frictions and conflicts that would result from another year 

of deepening depression would make our system even more difficult to work 

in the future* 

There is* in ay opinion, nothing to lose and much to gala politically 

by your sponsorship of such a program* If rejected by Congress your 

supporters will have a fighting program to go to the country on* If 

passed, the resulting upswing can be credited to your aggressive leader-

ship* Tou have always been stronger on the offensive than on the defen-

sive* The recent policy of comparative inaction has, to be frank, been 

harmful to the morale of your adherents, both within and outside the 

Administration* It has gives * new lease of life to the reactionaries* 

They see both you and the Sew Seal discredited* 
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The program I respectfully suggest for your consideration is 

as followsi 

Housing* Proclaim a bargain year for low-cost housing by 

granting a cash subsidy of ten per cent on all new houses constructed 

that are appraised at #6,000 or less, and new apartments appraised 

at #1,000 a room or less* This subsidy would apply to all new houses 

started this year frosa the date of the introduction of the bill. This 

would prevent the postponement of building until the fate of the bill 

was known* In 1939 the subsidy could be reduced to 6 per cent and in 

1940 eliminated. It could be coupled with provisions restricting the 

subsidy to houses built at materials and equipment costs, and hourly 

building wage rates no higher than prevailed in, say, March 1958. In 

order to ensure that the ten per cent subsidy would not be used as a 

down payment, the 90 per cent mortgage could apply to the appraised 

coat less the subsidy* 

Assuming at the mximuia that 400,000 low-cost housing nnits were 

undertaken in the remainder of the year at an average cost of #4,500, 

the total cost to the Government of stiiaulating #1*8 billion of building 

would be #180 million. This amount should be more than saved in reduced 

W* P. A* expenditures resulting from the increased private employment 

of people in building and allied industries* 

The proposal would be simple, speedy, effective, popular, socially 

and economically beneficial, and would entail little, If any, net cost 
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to the Goverxmentf It was arrived at after considering and discard-* 

Ing on various grounds a multitude of more complex and less effect* 

ive proposals relatisig to the stimulation of housing. It Is not 

inconsistent with either H, A, or TT* 8. H. A#, which are permanent* 

It is a temporary device for getting housing and economic recovery 

under way, 

8, Hallroad Expenditures* 

(a) Establish a federal JRailroad Equipment Corporation which 

would invite bids for tha construction of rolling stock and will'~l&&se 

such rolling stock ̂ hen completed to the railroads, Its capital 

would be supplied by the Government and its operations would be financed 

through the sale of Its debentures to the public* Arguments in support 

of this proposal are as follows* 

(l) Careful studies indicate that if full recovery were 

achieved in three years the roads would need $2,5 billion 

of additional equipment, transferring sosae of this expend!** 

ture from the peak to the trough of business activity would 

be a major contribution to stability now and later, 

(£} The roads either will not or cannot anticipate 

these requirements themselves, 

(3) Large economies would flow from continuity of orders, 

greater standardisation, mass buying and greater provision 

for research. 
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(4) Sent^ls on Corporation e%uip*»ent could be varied 

according to railroad earnings and this would lessen the need 

in the future for disturbing general changes in freî tit rates* 

(5) In the course of tieie the Corporation would own the 

bulk of the rolling etock and individual roads could reduce 

their fixed charges as they retire their old equipment* 

(6) A l^rge amount of issnediute expenditures would result 

with little charge i<n the Federal budget* 

(?) The proposal has been bro&ched informally to certain 

people asfsooiatfid with the regulation of rnilroads and, in their 

opinion, is perfectly practicable* 

(b) Secure authority for the K* Fm 0* to buy non-cumlative pre-

ferred stock of certain railroads for certain purposes end to a certain 

mount* These roads would be those that can iseke satisfactory earnings 

on a 1956 volume of traffic* The purpose would be to enable thesa to 

keep up their ismintenance expenditures* The amount would be limited to 

the difference between their maintenance expenditures in 19153 and 19156* 

3# Loans to mall businesses* 

A plan has been worked out to remedy the present gap in the 

facilities for long-term financing of small businesses, whereby the 

Government would aeaiu&e the liability of losses up to £0 per cent of the 

aggregate of such loans saade by banks* These loans could be used for 
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the payment of creditor® other than the loaning bank* The plan would 

save thousands of small businesses -fron bankruptcy and hence would be 

a powerful antl~deflatlonary influence at the present time. 

4* Am effort should be made to secure some stimulus in return for 

the concessions being made in connection with the undistributed profits 

tax* This could take the form of p&xmltting exemption only on condition 

that retained profits were actually used for expenditures in excess of 

easpeftditures equal to depreciation* Earnings used to retire debt should 

be strictly limited to a percentage of the debt outstanding and should 

carry a low rate of tax* say 8 per cent* 
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4*8* 

5. Provision should be mads now for starting payments on old~aae-

Insurance account in 1939 instead of In 1941* It is my understanding 

that detailed calculations on this matter have been prepared by the 

Social Security Board* 

6* The field of public health is rapidly coming to the fore and 

has not yet been exploited* If legislation were enacted at this session 

for increased grants-in-aid for general medical care and for hospitals, 

a Sationol Health Program could be got under way in 1939* 
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Chairman Eccles 

Lauchlin Currie 

January 31, 1938. 

A recovery program and the 

railroad problem 

It appears feasible to work out a program that would meet the 

needs of the railroads, would further recovery nov? and would be con* 

ducive to longer-rua economic stability. The solution to the railroad 

problem that is under consideration ~ freight rate advances — would 

be of dubious help to the railroads, would be positively detrimental 

to re covary, and zaî ht eventually result in excessive returns and 

inveBt&ent in some roads* 

The program suggested for consideration ie in two parts, either 

of which might be adopted, independently, or they could be worked to-

gether, The first, and isore important part, ia as follows; 

Let the Government, through a Federal Railroad Shipment Corpora-

tion empowered to issue its own debentures* invite bids for the con-

struction of freight cars and/or locomotives* When built, these would 

be available for hire by the railroads when and as needed* It would 

be preferable to prohibit roads from building or buying freight cars 

and/or locomotives in the future* 

The arguments in support of this proposal are as follows: 

1« It could result in Immediate increased expenditures ranging 

up to $1 billion a year. Xr* Terborgh, in his memorandum on the rail-

roads, estimates that the railroads will regain the 1929 level of traffic 
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when physical production is 15-20 percent higher than 19S9 and that 

we can expect that level when we achieve a relatively normal volume of 

employment. If we set our objective of full employment et three years, 

this would call for 200*000 new freight cars a year, 1,700 freight 

locomotives a year* 2,600 passenger train cars a year, 450 passenger 

locomotives a year, and 1,000 switching locomotives a year. This 

would amount to an aggregate of #928 million a year for three years. 

Hew 
units 

Increase needed 
over Ke- annually 
present plaee- for recov- Cost Aggregate 
Inventory merits ery in per cost 
needed needed 5 years unit annually 

Freight cars 500,000 100,000 200,000 2,700 540,000,000 
Freight locomotives 2,200 1,000 1,750 125,000 218,750,000 
Passenser train cars 1,000 2,250 8,500 25,000 65,000,000 
Passenger locosaotives 450 450 125,000 55,000,000 
Switching locomotives 1,600 450 1,000 50,000 50.000.000 

928,750,000 

2, Expenditures of upwards a billion dollars a year would create 

a large volurae of employment in the railroad equipment industry, in the 

railroads1 own car shops, in the steel and other industries, and would 

result in a considerable ê tpanaion of railroad traffic. 

3* Reduction in railroad costs, The great bulk of the rolling stock 

of the roads is old and the maintenance costs are correspondingly high. 

Of some 44,000 locomotives, only about 3t000 have been built in the past 

11 year®, or less than 10 percent, According to studies of the Baldwin 
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Locomotive Works the maintenance cost of a freight locomotive increases 

from the first to the twentieth year at an annual rate of approximately 

6*2 per cent* It seems highly probable that much of the rolling stock 

has exceeded its economic life and that the annual costs of repair 

and m&inten&nce exceeds the savings effected in the amortisation of the 

original equipment* Many roads that cannot afford high initial costs, 

could take advantage of reasonable rentals for the time new equipment 

actually is used. 

Over a longer period of tine large economies should be derived 

both from the standpoint of individual roads and nationally through a 

more intensive use of equipment possible through pooling* Instead of 

each road being compelled to have a lot of capital tied up in standby 

equipment, the Government corporation would hold the reserve supply* 

The OovsriBi-snt corporation, in turn, would need to carry less -then the 

aggregate now carried by individual roads* Much more accurate estimates 

of the national peck requirements can be made than of individual roadsf 

peak requirements* 

4* This would be one of the most economically beneficial types 

of expenditures the economy could engage upon at this tiise* While 

W* P. A, projects are mostly beonomically and nearly all socially bene-

ficial, many of them are in the nature of luxuries* On the whole they 

do not contribute as much to productive resources as private capital 

expenditures* We know that we will need additional railroad equipment 
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aggregating billions of dollars to handle the volume of traffic 

consequent upon full recovery* While financial considerations 

prevent individual roads from anticipating these requirements, such 

considerations do not apply to the economy as a whole* From the 

coraaunity point of view, it would be most econoniicsl to use idle 

resources now to add to our productive equipment, rather than attempt 

to reequip ourselves all in a rush sometime In the future. This 

appears to be a unique ease where the Government can initiate capital 

expenditures with a minimum of competition or of subsidizing* 

5* Txom a national defense point of view^ it appears almost 

as vital to have a well-equipped railroad system as to have an amy* 

We are now in a position wher^ we could handle very little more 

traffic than In 1937* The traffic congestion during the war cones 

to riind* JUay initial loos consequent upon the failure of rants to 

provide fully for amortization of equipment could be charged to 

national defense* We are subsidizing a merchant mrine for this reason* 

6* The federal Bailroad Equipment Corporation, through reductions 

in costs of laaterlals In connection ̂ ith mass buying, and through 

econoialee in providing a national pool of rolling stock, may be able 

to have rolling stock manufactured so cheaply and rent it at such low 

rates as to make private manufacture and ownership uneconomical* If 

this should happen, the Corporation would have title to the bulk of 

the rolling stock of the railroads within 10 to 20 years* Or the 
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Government could prohibit railroads from acquiring new rolling equip-

merit* We would thus gradually easa into ownership of the railroads 

and a large field would be available for flexible and cosspensatory 

spending of a luost economic anc generally approved nature* Sweden 

was greatly helped in the recent depression by being able to expand 

expenditures on the Govornaent-owned railroads* This gradual easing 

into the picture by building and owning rolling stock appears the only 

practical xaode of procedure* Outright ownership of the railroads is 

not politically practicable and gradual ownership through acquiring 

the worst and most bankrupt roads is not desirable* 

7* The proposal could apply to all rolling stock or be restricted 

to freight cars* Personally I should like to apply it to all lolling 

stock. I understand that roads now carry out running repairs on 

rental stock* Under the present proposal this could still be required 

and the Corporation could have isore fundamental reconditioning carried 

out by tho railroad repair shops* Railroad labor should be in favor 

of the proposal, liailroad jean&geaaents might not be so favorable but 

they could see favorable aspects as raany of them could make a profit 

in constructing rolling stock for the corporation, they would receive 

increased freight traffic* and they could reduce current operating 

expenses* 

The second part of the program contemplates the purchasey by a 

Government corporation, of non-cucmlative preferred stock of certain 

railroads for certain purposes* 
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She roads would neither he the financially strongest nor the 

financially weakest, hut, rather, such roads as in the judgment of 

the I, C. C,f (l) cannot, on the basis of present traffic, cover 

their fixed charges without an advance in freight rates and (2) are 

capable of covering their fixed charges with ths volume of traffic 

%hsj may anticipate with relatively full ecaployxasnt and the reduction 

in costs possible with modern equipment and better plant and way. 

The purpose of the losns would be (l) to rehabilitate the poorer 

part of our railroad network to handle the volume of traffic that 

will result frosi a restoration of fall amployaent, at the lowest 

possible cost, (2) obviate the necessity of a general freight rste 

advance, (3) maintain railxToad and other employment. 

If the first proposal above in adopted, expenditures under this 

plan of what euounts to an interest subsidy should be restricted to 

the elir&ination of curves, grades, etc, (By straightening out curves 

and installing stream line trains the tine between Sew York and 

Washington could be cut to two hours, ten minutes*} 

If the first proposal is not adopted, expenditures could be 

applied, subject to the approval of the I. C* C», to both the roadbed 

and the equipment* 

A general freight rate advance in so far as it resulted in 

increased revenues would benefit xaany strong roads which do not need 

help* It would, however* result in a general advance in costs, would 
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result in increased losses of various businesses, would be particularly 

disastrous in the building field* and would probably result in a dim-

inution of frei^at traffic* It, appears far the better course both 

for tiie railroads concerned and the economy as a whole to afford 

government assistance in lowering the costs and increasing the efficiency 

of the weaker roads* 
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"h W t f f -fL 

February 3t 1938* 

Chairman Scales Developments in connection 

Lauchlin Currle with the railroad proposal 

The following are points supplementing my memorandum of January si: 
1* The objection may be advanced that the needs of individual 

railroads for different types of freight cars differs so widely that a 
single corporation could not hope to meet these nereds* Such an objection 
has little validity* A large study being conducted by the Rational Resources 
Comaittee indicates that it is possible to estimate very closely the pro-
duction in individual lines, given a certain national income* X am sure 
that better national estimates of the number of different types of freight 
cars and locomotives that a certain volume of traffic will require can be 
prepared than is possible in the case of individual roads* 

3* t em told that a good deal of waste now results from the 
natural desire of the individual roads9 car and locomotive ohops to handle 
the largest possible volume of business* This takes the form of insisting 
upon the merits of individual quirks not incorporated In the standard models 
of the regular car and locomotive builders* In other words, economies 
would flow from greater standardization* 

3* Considerable economies should flow from a steady and con-
tinuing program* Bailroad equipment companies would save a lot on their 
taxes alone as contrasted with the present feast or famine characteristics 
of the industry* Humorous other economies could be derived from continuous 
work* 

4* A single large corporation could afford to make far more 
generous provision for research than is now possible* 

5* The schedule of rental rates could be partly geared to 
changing business activity* Changing rentals, thus affecting the Income 
of railroads, might be far less disturbing to business than freight rate 
changes, particularly when business activity warn declining and the alterna-
tives are an advance la freight rates or a decline in rental rates* 

6* If the Government corporation provided for all new addi-
tions to rolling stock, the railroads could gradually retire a substantial 
amount of debt or devote more money to Improving their properties other 
than rolling stock* 
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7* The construction and operation of Pullman cars would 
presumably not come under the proposal* Some question would arise in 
the case Of other leasing companies, such as the Pacific Fruit Express* 
Initially* at least, it might be better- not to infringe on the field 
of such companies* 

8* The construction of additional rolling stock at this 
time would lessen the danger of bottle-necks developing in the future 
in various directions, (a) in the railroad equijsient shops; (b) steel 
and machine tools; (c) in traffic movements* Bottle-necks in all these 
places would encourage forward buying and rising prices, which, as we 
have recently seen, can spread to other industries where physical short-
ages do not exist. 

9* The merits of the proposal do not depend on what action 
is taken with regard to freight rates* From one point of view Govern-
ment stimulation of railroad equipment buying may be more urgently 
needed if freight rates are advanced* This is because increased freight 
rates will not in thenselves lead to increased equipment buying while 
they are likely to have an inhibitory effect on general business and 
construction activity* 

If , however, the President ivere to intimate that other measures 
to help the railroads were under active consideration, this would influence 
the X* C* C* in the direction ofqgraritiligrless increases in rates than 
otherwise* 

10* An objection is that, if traffic does not recover in 
pace vfith the construction of new rolling stock, the Corporations 
equipment will lie idle while the roads use their present equipment* 
A substantial portion of maintenance costs is attributable to weather-
ing* This could be met by fixing rentals below the cost of maintenance 
of old cars so that scrappage would be accelerated* This, of course, 
assuaies that railroads have good cost accounting in connection with 
maintenance, which apparently Is open to question* 

11* Various problems in connection with rental rates, 
seasonal peaks, empty cars, and storage will have to be studied by 
somebody familiar with this field* I can think of various possibilities 
but I donft know enough about the field to have much confidence in my 
suggestions here* 

LBC*12* 55x8 d r a s t i c ^ ^ harsh sound of prohibiting railroads 
from acquiring new equipment could be got around by requiring that 
they secure approval of the X* C* C* in acquiring such equipment, the 
condition for approval being the demonstration that it is more economi-
cal for the road to acquire new equipment than to lease Corporation 
equipment. 
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13* I am informed that the B« F. C. does not have 
the power to buy preferred stock of railroads. 
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C*' 

Choiraan Socles 

February 5, 1958, 

Railroads and recovery 

Lauchlin Cursie 

1* FreifAt rate increases in building 

The Association of American Railroads quotes a Mr* Palmer, Vice 
President of the Associated General Contractors* to the effect that 
*A house which would cost $5,000 under existing freight rates will 
cost only #43 laors if this increase be granted"* The 7* H* A* analysis 
for a typical house costing #5,000 with the land is as follows: 

They estimate the total freight on laaterlals to be #560f on which ft 
IS pear cent advance in freight rates would a&ount to #54* On the face 
of It, this checks closely with Mr* Palmerla figure, especially as the 
V* H* A* consider its figure an outside one, However* several qiaallfi-
cations should be &ade» 

(a) This freight Increase Is calculated on materials alone. 
If related to the cost of mterlals, it amounts to 3 per cent* A 
3 per cant advance In the prices of building laaterialo at a time 
when prices are already too high and rents are declining cannot 
be considered « negligible It em* 

(b) Tfc this figure should be added something for additional 
frelg&t charges on the raw mteriels entering into processed build-
ing materials* 

{c) Ko allowance is made for freight rate increases on equip-
ment or on material* entering Into equipment* This m y aggregate 
another #10* 

(d) Bo allowance is made for the retailer mark-up, tihlch is 
imsteemrily m flat percentage of the cost to the dealer* 

(e) Assuming that all these additional elements bring the 
cost up to only #75, this would be the equivalent In the H* A*fs 
typical house to an advance in labor costs of 6 per cent* Such an 
advance et this time will be generally deplored and condanned* 

Total cost of isaterlals 
Total co*t of heating, plumbing and 

H»eoo 

electrical equipment 
Labor 
Land 
Profit 

1,000 
1,200 
500 
500 

#5,000 
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Chaixmon Kccles Baiironds and recovery 

It is, of course, tha old story* A siaseable percentage increase in 
any one of the co^ts becomes & m&ll percentage of the total cost of the 
finished house, including land* 

A sal tl gating factor* although not to the railroads, is the possibil-
ity th»t the freight increase *?ill result in an increase in the already 
substantial portion of building naterlals that is transported by trucks* 
It is estimated now that railroads haul only SO per cent of co^on brick, 
55 per cent of building tile, etc*, and 60 per cent of lunber* The catch 
here, however, is that the trucking companies have also applied for a 
rate increase* 

B* General effect of the rate Inoreasog 

%t tho rate increases ar« tinted in full this will mean a transfer 
trxm tHe rest of the calamity to the railroads of around ono-helf billion 
dollars* It is difficult to appraise the net effect of this* A substan-
tial proportion of the m m may go in interest, loan repayments and addi-
tions to cash, as it is unlikely that railroads will expsnd their minton-
ance and equipment expenditures at this time* Hence, the subtraction tram, 
consumer buying power nay not bo fully up by increased disbursements 
to consumers* 

3* % own feeling, v?hich is based only on superficial study, is 
that the I* C« C* will feel inpelled to grant & rate increase, although 
probably not to the full anount requested* Bail costs have increased, 
traffic has suffered a drastic decline and, on tha basis of existing 
revenues together with the absence of any other plan to raise net ineoroe 
by some hundreds of saillion dollars annually, I da not see haw the Coramission 
could do otherwise* M&ith&r of the proposals we are consdering will be 
regarded as substitutes for freight rate increases, as the direct benefits 
*ill be laalnly in the future and the indirect benefits arising from increased 
traffic might be offset by other adverse developments, or be insufficient 
unless general business activity quickly regained the 193? level* If the 
proposals were announced as substitutes they wuld saeat with violent opposi-
tion from the railroads. On the other hand, sorae intimation that the 
Adfc&nistr&tlon was considering cost-reducing and traffic-stimulating neas-
ures In connection with the railroads B&vjht influence the Corsnission in 
granting low*? increases then they uould otherwise grant* It is a diffi-
cult point* 

I an afraid that m must take a freight rate increase for granted 
as one of the alaaents in the problem, end use the argument that this 
tt&ke* a spending or r areflution program even more iterative* 

LBC:em 
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Chairman Eccles 

Lauchlln Currie 

March 9, 1938. 

Messrs* Wright and White and 

the Railroad Proposal. 

Messrs* Wright and White left the attached memorandum with 
me yesterday* The issue on the equipment-buying proposal finally 
came down to this* They thought that the technical difficulties 
could be overcome but that the insuperable difficulty would be 
the opposition of the railroads on the ground that this points 
toward eventual government ownership* Mr. Whit© also left me a 
memorandum bearing on the pertinent facts of the conditions under 
which loans may be made by the B* IV C* and P. W* A* to roads* 
I said I would apprize you of their position and also that I 
wanted to go over the whole thing again with Mr, Eastman* They 
left me their addresses and said they would be glad to be called 
in on consultation again if we wished it* 

On the matter of remuneration Mr* White stated that on other 
jobe he got fifty dollars a day* I said that in the case of other 
consultants we paid twenty-five dollars a day plus expenses, and 
he said this would be perfectly agreeable to him* I haven11 got 
his bill as yet, but I think it might be advisable to set in motion 
the necessary steps to get authorization from the Board to pay it* 

LBC:em 
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March 3, 

Chairman Eccles 

Lauehlin Currie 

Attached is a tentative outline of the proposals suggested hy Mr* 
Wright and Mr* White. 
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Chairman Socles 

Lauehlin Currie 

March 3, 1938* 

The Railroad Equipment Proposal 

I had a long conference with Mr. Frank Wright and Mr* White on 
Wednesday* They raised certain objections to our proposal and proposed 
an alternative* The objections were as follows: 

1* The railroads would overcharge the Corporation very badly on 
repairs* In order to prevent this, a corps of 500 Inspectors would be 
required* 

2* Unless traffic revived, or whenever traffic fell off, the Corpora-
tion would be left holding the bag* Problems would arise in connection 
with storage* 

3* Their alternative proposal would accomplish the same results 
while avoiding these difficulties* 

They propose that the Government 

(aJ buy non-cumulative preferred stock of railroads or notes to an 
amount equal to the difference between the amount spent on maintenance 
of way, structure and equipment in 1933 and 1936* The purpose of this 
proposal is to attempt to peg maintenance at the 1936 figure* If this is 
accomplished a maxlmom amount of loans to the roads of #365 million a 
year might be called for* Dividends and amortization would not begin for 
two years* Jtoortizatlon payments would vary each year on the basis of 
a percentage of the operating revenues* Loans to roads in receivership 
would be secured by junior receivers* certificates* 

{b) loan money to roads in the form of equipment trusts for equip-
ment purchases* 33bls loan would be contingent upon acceptances by the 
roads of proposal (a)* These equipment trusts would be for 100 per cent 
of the cost of the equipment t would be amortized over a twenty-year period 
and bear interest of Z per cent beginning in two years* They estimate 
expenditures of #300 million a year would result* 

Mr* Wright has conferred with several railroad presidents on his 
proposal (b}» (not ours) and has received assurances that make him con** 
fldent that railroads would take advantage of the favorable tems of 
the proposed equipment trust certificates to boy 150,000 freight cars 
in the next three years (they bought 75,000 in 1937}* He was not so sure 
atait locomotives unless the proposed 90-car train bill is killed* He said 
the Pennsylvania Bailroad would carry through a $100 million electrifica-
tion program around Pittsburgh if favorable terms could be arranged* 
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I confess that I can*t get up much enthusiasm for these counter 
proposals for the following reasons: 

3key call for the railroads assuming increased obligations* 

2* They will encounter the usual objection to giving subsidies 
to the prosperous roads that do not need it* Many politicians will 
object to the Government acquiring a junior security of such roads as 
the Illinois Central and B* and 0* On the other hand, if ̂ adequate 
security1* is required, the roads m y not want or be able to go along. 
The usual experience is for Congress to insist on more stringent condi-
tions in loans. Mr* White tells me that in the case of P* W. A* loans 
under the H* R* A* all that was required was "reasonable* security and 
the terms of interest and maturities were left to the determination of 
the President* He is going to let me know in a day or so how much new 
legislation and new appropriations would be necessary* The R* 7* C* 
is limited to "adequate* security and the terms as well as the issue 
must be approved by the I* G. C* 

3* They nreisimply another emergency device, similar to the 1934 
loans, and have no particular favorable implications for greater stabil-
ity in the future* 

4* The outcome in dollars and cents of expenditures is uncertain* 
Of the estimated #665 million of additional annual expenditures, #365 
million is on account of loans or purchases of preferred stock for mainten-
ance purposes* The extent to which this part of the program can be passed 
in the desired form and availed of by the roads, particularly the more 
prosperous ones that are still earning something on their cosraon, is highly 
problematical* Many roads will be loath to take on any more obligations 
so long as the whole railroad picture ia in a state of flux and fezment* 
Of the #300 million annual equipment expenditures, #110 million is for 
locomotives, about which Mr* Wright expressed same misgivings* 

5* The proposals tend to perpetuate and complicate the present 
Involved railroad picture* 1 % pessimistic enough at the foment to think 
that the roads will periodically get into difficulties and some drastic 
steps will eventually be necessary* Our proposal would tend gradually 
to simplify the problem as the Government Corporation acquired title 
to more and more of the rolling stock* 

Of the objections raised to our proposal, neither of those relating 
to repair bills or to storage appear insuperable. After all, there are 
leasing companies today which are presumably meeting and overcoming these 
difficulties. I would still urge in favor of the proposal that it 
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(a) makes certain a definite expenditure 

(b) paired the way for an eventual national car pool 

(c) provides a compensatory mechanism that can be used in future recessions 

(d) enables the roads to reduce their fixed charges as their present equip-
ment Is retired 

(e) lessens the danger of the Government getting further tied in with the 
affairs of individual bankrupt roads* 

I am going to see Mr, Eastman again and find out where he stands* I am 
told that Jones, Ickes and Delano all think highly of Wright. If they and 
Eastman all favor the other proposal, I*m afraid we would be lickedpoa ours* 
In any case I will canvass the situation some more and let you know how I erne 
out* Wright said something to me as he left about our reimbursing Mr. White 
for his time* Did he take this up with you? I have asked Mr* White whether 
he would look at our proposal from the point of view of administering it, and 
try to discover how many "bugs* there are in it from this point of view* He 
promised to give this some thought over the weekend* 
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THE PUBP0S3 AKD HH30LT8 OF A THEKE YEAH PBOQEAM 
OP LOASS OR CREDITS TO CLASS I BAILROADS OF 
$600,000,000 P2R AH8TJM FOR lltfHnOMKCX AND BBlf 

mvzmmT. 

PURPOSBg The purpose of this three year program is 
to stabilize the railroad industry at 1936 levels so far ae purchase 
and application of materials in maintenance and additions and better** 
ments by railroad employee* are concerned, Xt also proposes a three 
year program of retirement of obsolete equipment and construction of 
new railroad equipment in replacement thereof which will go a long 
way toward modernizing the railroad plant* 

EE* THE PROGRAM? The program is divided into two parte* 

First* Maintenance and Addltlone end Bettenaontss 

The maintenance program of 1936 will be continued for three 
years by the granting of government credits for an annual amount equal 
to the difference between expenditures for maintenance and for labor 
charged to capital account in 1936 and in 1933* 

If the Class I* railroads avail themselves of the total amount 
Of this credit for the three years, the loans to the railroads on 
this account will amount to #1,095*000*000 or #365,000,000 a year* 

It is proposed to have these loans secured by an Issue of 
0$ non^cusiulative Preferred Stock of the borrowing railroad, junior to 
outstanding issues of Preferred Stock* The dividend will be paid each 
year to the extent earned* The stock will be retired over a period of 
20 years beginning in 1941 in varying amounts each year on the basis of a 
percentage of the operating revenues. 

Loans to roads in Beceivership or Trusteeship will be secured 
by Junior Receivers* or Trustees* certificates* 

Second - Hew Equipment* 

As a condition of the extension of credit for maintenance 
loans as outlined above, each railroad will agree to join in a three 
year program of modernizing the equipment on the railroads* This 
program will consist of retiring an agreed proportion of obsolete or 
worn out equipment each year and replacing it with modern equipment 
to the extent required to handle traffic at 1937 levels* 
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It la estimated that this pro&rm will require purchases 
of new equipment costing #300,000,000 per year or #900,000,000 for 
the three year period* 

This equipment will be purchased under equipment trusts of 
the individual railroads in the usual manner except that they will 
be lOOJf trust© and the terms of repayment will be similar to the 
maintenance loans* The government will loan the money to purchase 
the equipment from outside shops or build it in railroad shops and 
will take these equipment thrusts as security* Title to the Equipment 
will not pass to the individual roed until both maintenance and equip-
ment loans have been paid in full, both principal and interest. 25xe 
certificates would bear interest at two per cent and would be amortised 
in twenty years, both types of payment to start in 1941* 

m . mmmx 

It ib estimated thet the above program will require maximum 
expenditures during the three year period of 11,998,000,000 divided 
as follows! 

3 years Annual Avarn^e 
Maintenance and A»B 

Maintenance! 
fay and Structures . . * . . .#396,000,000 #192,000,000 
Equipment * * • . • 070,000,000 190,000,000 

Additions and Betterments- Labor* . 129.000,000 45.000.000 

Total Maintenance and A-B. . . . . . . •#1,098,000,000 365,000,000 

Hew Equipment . 900.000*000 800*000.000 

Grand Total . . . • . .#1.995.000,000 #665,000.000 

wmomst 

It is estimated that this program will produce approximately 
315,000,000 manhour© per year of diroct labor on the railroads or in 
the plants of the equipment manufacturers ^nd a like mount of munhours 
of indirect labor in the plants of the manufacturers of material or 
equipment specialty a total of 630,000,000 m&nhours per year. 
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THKEB YEAE MAIBT58ARCB AHD EQPIPMaBT FHOGBAM 

CLASS I BAILBQABS 

Annual Program** Total U* 8. Funds 
1933 1936 1937 R.R.Ftmds U.S. Fund s 3 Year? 

(Millions) (Millions} (Millions) (Millions) (Millions) (Millions) 
Maintenance 

#454. #496. Way and Structures . . . . . . . . #328. #454. #496. 322. 132 396 
Equipment {2xcl« Dap£n.& Bet.) • . 399. 589* 630. 399 190 570 
Depreciation and Retirements. * . £00. 194. 197. 197 -

Total Maintenance 921. 1*237* 1323 918 322 966 

Capital Expenditures- Labor only 68. 111. 119* 68 43 129 

% of Maintenance excl.Dep'n. & Bet. 947* 10*6$ 10.656* 

Total 969 1.348. 1448 986 365 1095 

Hew Equipment Annual Program 

Steam Locomotives 1,000 at #110,000 -- 110,000,000 110 sm 
Freight Train Cars 50,000 * 2,500 -• 125,000*000 125 375 
Passenger Train Oars 1,000 m 50,000 - 50,000,000 SO 150 
Other Equipment 15,000,000 45 

300,000,000 300 900 
Total Requirements . . . . . . 665*" 1995 

• Estimated on basis of 1936 percentage* 
** The annual program is based on 1956 expenditures of which the railroad will pay the amount spent in 

1933 excluding depreciation and retirements plus the current charges for depreciation and retirements 
and the 0* S* will furnish the balance if desired* 
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April 21, ;938* 

Chairman Bccles Railroad equipment loans 

kauchlin Currie 

Attached is a revised draft of the loans for railroad equipment 

proposal* 

LBC:em 
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BAILBOAD EQUIPMENT LOANS 

Proposal 

The B*F*C* has the power to purchase adequately-secured equipment 

trust certificates upon such terms and conditions as it may detemine* 

Loans made for maintenance or purchase of equipment need the approval 

of the 1*0*0* as regards maturity, but do not require a certification 

by the 1*0*0* that the railroad in question, on the basis of present 

and prospective earnings, may reasonably be expected to meet its fixed 

charges, as do loans to railroads for other purposes* 

It is suggested that for a Halted period the R*F*C* announce it-

self prepared to purchase new equipment trust certificatest 

(a) covering 100 per cent of the cost of new equipment, 

(b) maturing in twenty years in the case of freight cars, 

fifteen years in the case of steam locomotives and passenger 

cars, and ten years In the case of complete streamlined trains, 

and Diesel electric engines, 

(c) at a 2 per cent Interest rate, 

(d) interest beginning one year after date of loan* 

Arguments In Support of Proposal 

1# An offer on less favorable terms would not interest the better 

railroads that can now sell equipment trust certificates on a 4 per 
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cent basis or bettor* On en offer such as outlined above* they could 

hardly afford not to anticipate part of their future requirements. 

2* Zn the present conditions of railroad finances, equipment 

trust certificates constitute the most secure type of loan that can be 

made to the roads* 

3* In no other way could the Government induce as much total ex-

penditure and employment at as little cost to Itself* It has been 

carefully estimated that to handle the volume of traffic consequent 

upon full recovery in three years* time would necessitate the purchase 

of billion dollars worth of equipment. 

4* Any anticipation of these requirements would provide both em* 

ployment and buying power now, and help mitigate the almost inevitable 

bottlenecks in the future, 

8* It is important to limit this offer to equipment purchased in 

the comparatively near future, as otherwise roads will hold back* The 

stipulation that the equipment must be contracted for in this calendar 

year to be delivered before June 30, 1939, in the case of freight cars, 

and September 30, 1939 in the case of locomotives and streamlined trains, 

appears to be reasonable* This type of work could be begun almost im-

mediately t as contrasted with some other elements of the recovery pro-

gram* 
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Dear t 

la supplementing the recovery program recommended to the Congress, 

I am anxious that all the existing powers of Government he exerted to 

the full in arresting the deflatlont and in laying the groundword for 

a vigorous upturn* la this connection, I should like to urge that the 

resources of the B,f*C» he used as far as possible in stimulating pri-

vate employment and Increasing consumer buying power and the demand for 

the products of Industry* 

Specifically, I want you to explore moat carefully the feasibility 

of offering to purchase equipment trust certificates of railroads on 

most favorable terms for a limited period* The terms I have in mind are 

certificates covering 100 per cent of the cost of new equipment at S per 

cent interest, beginning a year after purchase, with maturities as long 

as can safely be made, having due regard to the probable life of differ** 

ent types of equipment • The offer, 1 think, should be limited to equip-

ment contracted for in the present calendar year to be delivered before 

the middle of 1939* ?or certain types of equipment, the delivery date 

might be extended* 

When the details of the offer have been worked out, X think it 

would be helpful, both from the point of view of securing a good response 

and a generally favorable psychological reaction, to afford full publi-

city to it. 
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